
HIST1001 Notes-Old Worlds and New Empires: 

Asian Views of the World in the 13th and 14th Centuries 

• East Africa- “black and their nature is fierce…”-Chinese views in 9th century  

Stereotypes: 

• Doesn’t belong to one group-occurs across all times and places  

• Normative beliefs 

• In group and out group identification  

• Bond quickly in confrontational situations-eg. Sport 

• Emotions activated  

• Across cultures, places and times  

• Occurs in certain contexts, irrelevant in other contexts-why stereotyping occurs in 

some times/contexts but not in others 

• Shared religious and cultural beliefs, practices and customs provided a worldview that 

guided behaviour and a means by which to others  

• Internal conditions within particular society impacted on the way in which outsiders 

were perceived eg. Correlation between internal threats and upheaval and negative 

views of outsiders 

• Positive and negative stereotypes 

 Positive do not necessarily show greater acceptance and understanding but 

show a willingness to engage with others  

 Both sweeping generalisations yet negative stereotypes can be seen as more 

damaging to the particular group 

14th century-Chinese view of Africa and Africans: 

• Conquest state-not forced to convert yet the laws and guidelines of the country often 

favour the conqueror 

• Chinese natives-band together after Mongols take over-united in customs and beliefs 

• Developed technological goods-they wanted outsiders to come buy and learn, yet the 

Mongols were suspicious of outsiders and therefore build metaphorical walls to 

prevent engagement with the outside world 

• Confucianism  

• Chinese believed that those within China were highly civilised and those from outside 

China were barbarians-they believed that Chinese culture was superior to all other 

(different to race superiority which came later) 

• CHINESE SUPERIORITY  

• End of Mongol Rule in China (Chinese rule was re-established)-impact on stereotypes 

 Increased connection with outside world-renewed confidence  

 Decreased walls of suspicion  

 Series of expeditions-early 15th century-Indian Ocean  

 China=wealthiest and most powerful state 

 Chinese navigation consisted of maps on scrolls and was based on landmarks 

that could be seen from the coastline  



 Increased Chinese tribute system-extend Chinese influence throughout the 

world=purpose of the expeditions-informal colonisation-also wanted to 

stimulate maritime trade 

• COMPARE RECOUNT FROM BEFORE AND AFTER END OF MONGOL RULE-

PPT 

 More positive view-not complete removal of negative stereotypes-shows a 

willingness to engage nevertheless  

• Local African traders recognised the Chinese influence-attempt to ingratiate-as they 

were not attempting to colonise-no risk presented  

• Giraffe=thought to be mythical creature in Chinese culture-given to Chinese by 

Africans-taken back to China (our version of unicorn) 

Muslim descriptions of Africans-11th Century: 

• Nations having no interest in science  

• Hot climate  

• Colour black  

• Hot temperament  

• Reject humane institutions  

 Societal, religious and cultural beliefs govern stereotypes across time and place  

Cannibals and Converts: North America through European Eyes: 

Aims: 

• How does gender influence the conversion and colonisation of the Americas? 

• How are race, gender and religion intertwined in early modern European 

colonisation? 

European colonies in the Americas: 

• By 1550 there were: 

 Spanish settlements in the Caribbean, Mexico, Central America and Peru; 

Portuguese in Brazil  

 1540: French attempts at settlement in Newfoundland  

 1560: French religious refugees tried to establishment Fort Caroline (now 

Jacksonville)  

 NB Distinctions from Indian Ocean interactions: population transfer for 

settlement, expansion into interiors, not just control of pre-existing ports  

• Important points about early colonies: 

 Expeditions and settlements were expensive to finance  

 Early colonies were small, isolated and vulnerable to starvation as well as 

attack by indigenous people (and other European competitors) 

 Shortage of labour was an ongoing problem (encomienda system, imported 

servants, slavery) 

Spanish rationales for colonisation: 

1. Economic  

• Christopher Columbus-1st letter 1494 



2. Religious  

• Pope Alexander VI, Inter caetera, 1493 (granting dominion over new lands to the west 

of Spain) 

3. Utopian settlements in the Americas 

• Catholic understanding of colonisation of New World=part of God’s providential 

design  

• Spanish vision of America as a sacred space, justified: 

 Active attempts to convert the indigenous people by priests and Friars  

 The peaceful conversion=legitimate colonisation and rule  

 Political theories understand that rulers are given responsibility to govern and 

will answer before God for actions  

 Spanish Franciscan notions that souls converted in the New World would 

replace souls lost in the old as a result of Protestant reform in the 16th century  

• Communities founded for the peaceful conversion of Amerindians  

• Bartolome de Las Casas, Verapaz (Guatamala), 1530s: 

 No encomanderos allowed  

 ‘pueblo hospitals’ of Santa Fe (their founder, Bishop Vasco De Quiroga, had 

read Thomas More’s Utopia) 

 Jesuit mission settlements in Brazil/ Paraguay, 17th century (no Spanish 

colonists allowed) 

English rationales for colonisation: 

1. Commercial possibilities, colonisation by companies 

• National resources: 

 Foodstuffs and fertility of soil 

 Tobacco  

 Game  

 Building materials  

• Economic pressures on the colonists were high: 

 Virginia Colony/Jamestown colonists’ pleas for re-provisioning by 

England, met with short supplies and criticism by London Company 

investors who expected immediate returns from colony  

2. Conversion of Indians  

3. Utopian: Building a New Jerusalem  

• Plymouth colony, 1620: established by Puritan separatists seeking freedom to 

worship; established a new pattern of reason to colonise  

• No royal charter, so Plymouth colonists initiated their organisation of a 

government and legal structure  

• Formulated a self-declared “combination” in which the necessity of forming a 

civil body politick,” signed on November 11, 1620, by 41 adult men of the 

original settlers  

• A first step towards setting up a government which could claim legitimate 

authority to impose constraints on the conduct of Colony inhabitants  

• Guided by Calvinist principles  

• A ‘new Jerusalem’ in New England, organised and governed according to 

reformed religious principles  



 saw themselves a bit like the early apostles and Christ himself, 

venturing into the wilderness, or even the Old Testament children of 

Israel, seeking the promised land 

 attempting to create a godly society of Christian believers from 

Europe, not to convert the indigenous people en masse  

4. English representations of the Americas 

• Virginia named in honour of Elizabeth I of England, whose own political 

authority and autonomy as a ruler symbolically reinforced by her claimed 

status as a virgin  

• New lands as female bodies awaiting sexual penetration by male conquerors  

• New world peoples as cannibals and destroyers of children  

• American peoples” feminised, demonised ‘other’ 

5. Representing American peoples 

Hierarchies of civilisation: 

6. Gender and Race  

• Stedman, joined a Dutch military unit in Surinam  

• Eye-witnesses to atrocities to salves  

• Circulated in Europe as part of abolitionist movement  

• Supported slavery as best for American peoples, ‘protected’ by (esp. 

Protestant) Europeans and necessary for European economies 

• Married a slave woman, Joanna, 15 years old 

• Described her as a willing partner  

• Secured the freedom of their son, Johny  

• Stedman left Joanna in slavery when he returned to Europe  

• He married a Dutch woman, Adrianna Wierts van Coehorn, in 1782  

• Relationships between male colonists and indigenous women=parallels in 

representation of lands as female  

• Part of God’s providential design  

• Colony of New England: threatened by anger of Devil and of God  

• Indians as devil worshippers and sorcerers attempting to drive out the settlers  

7. Gender, race and religion 

• Witch trials in English colonies 1620-1725 

• Overall 1620-1725: 

 344 accusations (78% women), 103 tried (86% women) 

• Before 1700: 

 Approx. 40 executions in a population of c.100,000 

• Salem, Mass. 1692: 

 185 accused, 27 convicted, 19 executed (13 women) 

 Fits the model of a mass panic  

 European settlement of Salem late 1620s; significant Puritan migration 

1630s-1640s; a thriving autonomous colony by 1660s; immigration of 

Anglicans, Baptists and Quakers led to internal tensions  



1684: colony charter revoked by Charles II of England’ Massachusett’s Bay colony later 

(1691) combined with Plymouth colony and others to form the ‘Province of Massachusett’s 

Bay’; William 


